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Some of the raster image formats in use today date as far back as 1987, when the GIF image was first presented by CompuServe, with JPEG and PNG arriving in the early and mid 90s respectively. If you think back to how much innovation has happened in the browser over the past 17 years, it's some triumph that these
three have remained on top. That's not to say that gif, JPEG and PNG have been unchanged - all have received incremental improvements. But as technology evolves, we discover more effective approaches that are not always compatible with the standards we defined back in the 1980s. Here are the 3 each designer
needs to know about... 01. WebP Based on technology first released in 2008, WebP was announced by Google as an open standard in 2010 for loss optimization of true color images. It seems to look like JPEG for this reason, but also promises alpha transparency, lossless optimization and even animation.02. JPEG
2000 JPEG 2000 is similar to WebP in terms of lossy compression, alpha transparency and performs better than JPEG at low grades. However, it differs in its support for progressive loading and its use of just one algorithm for both lossless and lossless compression, and can optimize fearless regions of interest
differently in the same file. It is supported on Safari and iOS and delivers a typical compression gain over JPEG of about 20 %.03.JPEG Extended Range (JPEG XR) Formerly known as Windows Media Photo and HD Photo, JPEG XR is a previous Microsoft proprietary format which has since been released as an open
standard. As the name suggests, JPEG XR is a new generation of JPEG, which offers better compression at higher levels of quality, but also alpha transparency and more efficient decoding via tile regions. Words: Jamie MasonJamie Mason is a front-end developer specializing in JavaScript. This article was originally
published in net magazine. Like this? Read these ... 1 by 30 Pops of Blue This kitchen looks like it's modeled after the blue and white plates hanging on the wall, with bold touches of royal blue throughout the room. SHOP ceramic jugs 2 of 30 Farmhouse Sink If you create a white kitchen, a farmhouse sink is a great idea,
especially against different shades of white. SHOP DINNERWARE SET 3 of 30 White Dishware Let your plates, bowls, and more do the talking with these open shelves that turn out white on white on white can completely work. SHOP DISHWARE SET 4 of 30 Dark Hardware The black brackets on these shelves make a
bold, industrial statement in a white and gray kitchen. SHOP BLACK BRACKETS 5 of 30 Pine Island Brass hardware and beautiful antique pine island pop in this all-white kitchen, feeling sophisticated and cozy at the same time. SHOP stools 6 of 30 Gold Accents Gold faucet hardware (enhanced by soap dispensers and
overhead lighting) keeps this all-white kitchen from looking one-note. See more at Inspired by Charm.SHOP KITCHEN FAUCETS 7 of 30 Shelving This economical alternative to upper upper everything within line of sight and range. Plus, the farm staple provides the perfect excuse to buy beautiful kitchen items in rose
gold or other amazing materials and colors. 8 of 30 mixed materials 9 of 30 Wood Accents The salvaged wooden cap, custom built by the owner of this Mississippi farmhouse, and a Turkish runner add warmth to the mostly white kitchen. 10 of 30 dark floors If you add a dark floor stain to your kitchen floors, choose a light
paint for the island, walls and cabinetry. 11 of 30 patterned tile rugs, no matter how durable, is not practical for a heavy use kitchen. Specify the statement floor tiles. It's a more subtle way to add effect to your white kitchen design than, say, a bold eye-level backsplash. Go to granadatile.com for similar quilt-like patterns.
12 of 30 Open Space This Alabama couple opened their suburban cookie house kitchen with lighter, lighter accents. 13 of 30 complementary colors Designer Mark D. Sikes complements the blue-and-white French bistro stools and mossy-green island with white marble countertops. 15 of 30 white and bright This kitchen
feels refreshingly open and airy, thanks to a white-and-gray palette and the absence of upper cabinets. The homeowner added a medley of distinctive pulley lights from Europe, and an antique dish rack dating back to 1865 that was, she says, the perfect weathered gray. 16 of 30 Off-White Design The homeowner of this
Texas ranch chose custom cabinets and a Sub-Zero refrigerator for the renovated kitchen. The island is painted Paris Rain by Benjamin Moore. 17 of 30 Open and Airy In the kitchen of this California home, island, cabinet, and trim is painted Right White by Restoration Hardware. 19 of 30 Country Style This antebellum
Georgia house has a late-1800s Belgian butcher's table, now a kitchen island that still bears traces of newsprint from the table's hard-working industrial days. The homeowners left Carrara marble counters uneartyed to show wear. The walls are painted Country Stove White by Ralph Lauren. 20 by 30 Large and Bright In
this Arizona home, linen-covered pendant lamps bring the kitchen's 17-foot ceilings down to a cozy scale. The owner bought the giant train station clock on 1stdibs.com, so had the time piece fitted to look as if it is casually supported over her Wolf range. White marble tops custom cabinets and island. The walls are
painted Exclusive Ivory and trim Cottage White, both by Dunn-Edwards.Bright idea: Fresher than cut flowers, a single evergreen branch suggests a larger tree. 21 of 30 Casual Elegance In this Georgia loft, formerly a raw industrial space, the owner installed countertops and a sink in the corner, then hung open shelves
above them, creating a kitchen that blends seamlessly with the living room and library beyond. She took wicker chairs at a farm sale and sewed the sink skirt from alphabet-patterned fabric. The tree bull's head is African. The walls are painted Creamy by Sherwin-Williams. A few of framed art turn open kitchen shelving in
an exhibition. 22 of 30 Rustic Kitchen The kitchen of this upstate New York house has a 1950s refrigerator. Our mothers warned us about thawing, the owner jokes, but we love the look. A midcentury stove, an antique butcher block, and a salvaged cast iron sink magnify the room's farmhouse charm. 23 of 30 Off-White
Country Kitchen Kitchen Island in this Ohio farmhouse boasts a zinc top crafted by a local metal shop. Subway tile from Home Depot forms backsplash. 25 of 30 China Wall Wide planks of white beadboard make a charming backdrop for a collection of white porcelain, creating the perfect fusion of rustic delicacy. The
porcelain and enamel in this kitchen were collected during the family's trips to Europe, as well as visits to a few all-American garage sales. 26 by 30 Sunny Space Soapstone counters, vintage lab stools, and a bank of whitewashed wooden booths add to the heat of an already sunny kitchen. 27 of 30 Wooden countertops
White's inherent brightness makes an impact in an open kitchen with high ceilings, providing extra light and opening the room. The homeowner added cozy, unexpected old-house details as kitchen countertops crafted from salvaged wooden floors. 28 of 30 natural colors Crisp white walls and trim paired with ceramic
subway tile for texture makes this Tennessee home's kitchen shine. 29 of 30 Expanded Entry The owner of this home tore out fell ceilings, and stripped plaster and lathe down to the posts and beams-opening of the room with wider doorways and extra windows. She has also expanded the opening from keeping space
for the kitchen, adding salvage-yard antique posts where necessary. 30 out of 30 organized cabinets Utilitarian though they may be, your cabinets can be as attractive as any other item in your home. Careful organization and a few personal details can make this storage bonanza one of your favorite features, especially
when everything is hued in a warm, rich shade of white. Place the image on a lightbox or clean the worktop and secure it with masking tape on all four corners. Place the tracking paper on top of the image and also secure its corners with masking tape. Use the pointer with a fine point to track the image on the tracking
paper. Start by tracking the large general forms of photography, and then fill in the smaller, more detailed areas. Once you have the whole image tracked, go over your lines to make them thicker. Carefully peel off the cover tape and be careful not to tear the tracer paper or photo. Set the image nearby so you can refer to
it when you sew the design. Place the tracked design back on the worktop and tape down each corner. Then cut a piece of needle point canvas to fit the design. Place the canvas over the tracked design, and tape down its four corners. Then use the cursor to track the design of the needlepoint canvas. When you're done
tracking, clean up the errors or extra marks on the canvas canvas white acrylic paint if necessary. Finally, let the canvas dry before you begin your sewing. The Spruce/Althea R. DeBrule Besides tracking by hand, one of the easiest ways to turn your favorite photos into needlepoint design is to use specialized computer
software programs. PC Stitch is a great tool for creating cross stitches and needlepoint design. And because you can easily convert most mapped cross stitch designs to needlepoint, this software is a wise choice if you enjoy doing both. Other pattern-making software programs include Pattern Maker of HobbyWare and
MacStitch/WinStitch by Ursa Software. The Spruce/Althea DeBrule There are also online pattern-making services that allow you to import an image and modify it as needed to create a needlepoint design. One of the best places is Craft Design Online. It has pattern grids and templates for everything from friendship
bracelets and beading projects to needlepoint, weaving, knitting and embroidery projects. Another online resource for needlepoint patterns is Needlepaint. With this service, you can buy your design already painted on needlepoint canvas and even buy a kit that comes with several colors of thread. Thread.
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